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1. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR DETAILING AND PREPARING CONSTRUCTION PLANS AND/OR INSPECTIONS.

2. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR EXPOSURE CONTROL AND STORMWATER MANAGEMENT DURING PROJECT CONSTRUCTION. CONSTRUCTION DOES NOT INCLUDE EXCAVATION, FILL OR DREDGING OF SITES EXCEEDING 3 FEET IN DEPTH OR ANY CONSTRUCTION BARRIERS ARE TO BE ERODED OUT OF THE WORK AREA AND LAYED REPAIR.

3. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL ENSURE MATERIALS STORAGE AND EXCITED AREAS ARE TO BE LOCATED WITHIN THE CONSTRUCTION AREA LIMITS OR IN AN AREA APPROVED BY THE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT RESEARCH.

4. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL COMPLIANCE WITH EXISTING CONDITIONS AT THE SITE AND PREFERENCE MUST BE MADE TO THE WORK THEIR DESTRUCTION IS MORE THAN 6 INCHES AND REVEAL EXISTING MATERIALS.

5. GREAT CARE SHALL BE TAKEN IN REMOVING MATERIALS AND PROTECT THEM FROM THE DAMAGE OF ANY EXISTING TREES TO ENSURE POST DISTURBANCE. INCLUDE WITH LINES / VENTS AND OTHER TO JOURNALS WITHIN THE CONTRACTOR PROVIDE ALL DATA RECORDS FOR THE CONTRACTOR AS SPECIFIED IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.

6. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL COMPLIMENT THE CONTRACTOR WITH THE CONTRACTOR AS SPECIFIED IN THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
Structural Notes

All exposed / visible steel connection plates, column bases, and related hardware shall be galvanized steel with black powdercoating. Touch up with paint after installation and use matching touch-up paint for exposed bolt heads and other exposed hardware. Standard satin finish and conduit may be painted red to match wood solid paint / stain.

Standing seam roof and gutters to be black to match existing Town of Pittsford Pavilion structures. Touch up paint after installation.

Hardware Finish / Wood Finish Notes

- **ALL EXPOSED STEEL**: Connection Plates, Column Bases, and related hardware shall be galvanized steel with black powdercoating. Touch up with paint after installation and use matching touch-up paint for exposed bolt heads and other exposed hardware. Standard satin finish and conduit may be painted red to match wood solid paint / stain.
- **STANDING SEAM ROOF AND GUTTERS**: To be black to match existing Town of Pittsford Pavilion structures. Touch up paint after installation.
- **HARDWARE FINISH / WOOD FINISH NOTES**: For all hardware and wood finishes, follow manufacturer instructions and recommendations. Apply all finishes with high level of craftsmanship and fully remove / clean up all paint drops and spills.
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